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The knowledge you share with your adviser is a critical component of your future investment solutions. An 
important part of the Financial Planning process is undertaking your personal risk profile within the initial 
“Fact Find” stage of engaging your adviser.  The assessment of your risk profile is central to the 
recommendation and selection of investment solutions to best meet your current needs and future 
aspirations.   

For this reason, all InterPrac Financial Planning Pty Ltd advisers take you through this process to help 
determine your risk profile. 

Qualitative questions include: 

1. What does money mean to you? 

2. How much money is enough money for you? 

3. What do you understand by the word “risk”? 

4. Would you be prepared to take more risk to have more money and how much risk would you be 
willing to take to have more money? 

5. When it comes to taking risk with your money, what are you afraid of, or what scares you by 
taking on more “risk”? 

6. What is more important to you, having more income from your investments or having more 
capital growth in the value of your investments – and why? 

7. What is more important to you, to save, to spend or to invest – and why? 

8. If you saved $1 Million dollars, what would you do with it and why? 

9. If I gave you $1 Million dollars, what would you do with it and why? 

10. If I gave you $100,000 dollars instead, what would you do with it and why? 

11. How good are you at saving and how do you achieve savings? 

12. How good are you at spending and how do you choose to spend? 

13. “Risk is a fear which disappears over time and as you become more educated about your money, 
your investments and what you want to get out of your life”.  If this statement were true, would 
you be willing to take on more risk and why? 

14. “Investing is a choice which evolves over time.  As you become more educated about investments, 
your desire for income, your interest in capital growth and the impact of tax on what you get 
from your investments will change over time”.  If this statement is true, what kind of investor do 
you want to be and why? 

15. Beyond thinking about money, taking investment risks or getting higher financial returns – what 
are your life goals and lifestyle aspirations?  OR What lifestyle returns do you need to have a 
truly fulfilled life and what life risks are you willing to take to have the ideal life you want?       

The answers to your questions will be recorded and attached to your completed and signed Fact Find 
document.  Your adviser will collate the responses to these and other relevant questions and use their 
knowledge of you, combined with the experience and expertise they bring to this process, to ascertain your 
ideal risk profile.  They will then communicate their findings to you and ask you to confirm your agreement 
with these verbally and also in writing as part of the Statement of Advice (SoA) prepared for you.  

Understanding your risk profile is both an art, as demonstrated by these qualitative questions, and a 
science as illustrated by the following quantitative questions.  These will further help your adviser to 
confirm their understanding of how you view risk.  As such, please complete the following ten questions 
honestly.   



Carefully read the following questions and circle the answer you most agree with: 

 Client 1 Client 2 
1. How much knowledge do you have of investment markets?    

1. I don’t care about markets. 1 1 
2. I don’t follow what goes on.  2 2 
3. That’s why I have or want an adviser! 3 3 
4. I occasionally hear or read about the markets and know that returns can 

vary.  
4 4 

5. I actively read about the markets and understand that investment sectors 
or assets have different returns and risks.  

5 5 

2. What are you looking for in an investment?  
  

1. I do not want to lose any money – ever! 1 1 
2. I prefer a regular income and to protect my capital.  2 2 
3. I want a mixture of growth and income from my investment.  3 3 
4. I am looking to generate long term capital growth instead of income.  4 4 
5. I want to never worry about having enough money again! 5 5 

3. How long are you planning to invest the majority of your money for before 
spending it (including after your retirement)?  

  

1. Less than 2 years.  1 1 
2. 2 to 4 years. 2 2 
3. 4 to 7 years. 3 3 
4. 7 to 10 years. 4 4 
5. More than 10 years. 5 5 

4. An investment you have made recently in a popular and well known share has 
fallen in value (by 20%).  What would you do? 

  

1. Get advice from friends and family. 1 1 
2. Sell the investment immediately so you don’t lose any more money.  2 2 
3. Do nothing because you feel that it will rise in value again.  3 3 
4. Put in more money now, while values are down. You feel you’ll get a 

bargain. 
4 4 

5. Get advice from my financial planner.  5 5 

5. Given the choice between more security (less risk) and higher returns, would 
you choose security even if this means inflation may erode the purchasing power 
of your investment?  

  

1. What does this mean? 1 1 
2. Agree.  2 2 
3. Not sure.  3 3 
4. Disagree. 4 4 
5. Strongly disagree!  5 5 

6. When making an investment, risk and return go together.  Investments that 
produce above average returns have above average risk. How much of the funds 
you have available for investment would you be willing to place in investments 
where both returns and risks are expected to be above average (e.g. shares)?  

  

1. None 1 1 
2. Up to 25% 2 2 
3. 25% – 50%  3 3 
4. 50% – 75%  4 4 
5. Over 75% 5 5 

Sub-total/s from this page ________ ________ 



 Client 1 Client 2 

7. How often would you be prepared to tolerate a negative return to receive 
higher returns?  

  

1. Never  1 1 
2. One year in ten  2 2 
3. One year in seven  3 3 
4. One year in four  4 4 
5. One year in three  5 5 

8. How would you prefer to invest your money to meet your future investment 
objectives?  

  

1. I want a guarantee where my money is absolutely safe and will ignore 
inflation.  

1 1 

2. I prefer investments that show steady income in excess of inflation. 2 2 
3. I prefer investments that show some growth with income to beat inflation, 

so some risk is alright.  
3 3 

4. I prefer a mix of investments, with some income, moderate growth plus 
more risk for the chance of higher returns.  

4 4 

5. I want an aggressive mix of investments, with lots of growth with much 
higher risk and the chance of very high returns.  

5 5 

9. Would you accept a short term drop in your investment values for the 
opportunity of stronger returns over the long term?  

  

1. I don’t understand the question. 1 1 
2. No. 2 2 
3. Not sure.  3 3 
4. Yes. 4 4 
5. Absolutely! 5 5 

10. What degree of risk have you taken with your financial decisions in the past?  
  

1. Very small.  1 1 
2. Small. 2 2 
3. Medium.  3 3 
4. Large.  4 4 
5. Very large.  5 5 

   
Sub-total score/s from this page ________ ________ 

Sub-total score/s from previous page ________ ________ 

Total Scores ________ ________ 

 

What type of investor are you?  
After you have completed the questionnaire and calculated your score, we ask you to consider the description of each 
investment type on the following page. You now need to ensure the profile indicated by the questionnaire is in line 
with your own beliefs.  If the questionnaire indicated you may be more comfortable with a balanced portfolio, yet the 
description of a ‘high growth’ investor is more appealing to you, you can choose to change to a ‘high growth’ investor 
or a ‘growth to high growth’ investor.  You must choose how much risk you are prepared to accept to get the outcome 
you want in terms of potential returns or to meet your overall lifestyle goals. 



What risk profile do you feel is most appropriate for you?  
Remember you must feel comfortable with what best describes your personal risk tolerance.  
 

Risk Profile 
(Score) 

Growth/ 
Income 

Split 

Investor Type 
 

Conservative 
(0 to 13) 

 

Up to 10% 
Growth 

Assets with 
90% Income 

Assets 
 

This is an income-focused portfolio that has a small exposure to growth assets (up to 
10%). The main emphasis is on generating income, with some capital risk in order to 
achieve overall portfolio growth. It is expected to have a low fluctuation in short-term 
value, with some small shorter-term capital risk. The income generated by the 
portfolio may have a small tax benefit from some share dividend franking credits. It is 
suited to an investor who either seeks a high level of income or has a relatively short 
investment time frame. 

Moderately 
Conservative 

(14 to 20) 
 

Up to 30% 
Growth 

Assets with 
 70% 

Income 
Assets 

For investors who are seeking an income stream with some capital growth attached. It 
has a high exposure to fixed income securities, but also includes exposure to share 
and property markets. It is suited to medium-term investors who are seeking a 
reasonable degree of capital stability, but who also want to protect their assets from 
inflation. Some tax relief on income may be available from franking credits. 

Balanced 
(21 to 30) 

 

Up to 60% 
Growth 

Assets with 
40% Income 

Assets 

Using a slightly higher exposure to growth assets than income assets, this portfolio is 
expected to have lower short-term fluctuations in value than the other growth-based 
investment portfolios. Its aim is to produce capital growth in a medium- to long-term 
time frame. It has a “balanced” exposure to shares, property and fixed income assets, 
while the income generated by the portfolio may be partially tax effective. 

Growth 
(31 to 45) 

 

Up to 70% 
Growth 

Assets with 
30% Income 

Assets  

A growth-oriented portfolio that is best suited to long-term investors. A small income 
exposure should slightly reduce the shorter-term fluctuations of the portfolio’s value. 
It is best suited to a long-term investor who can accept some investment risk over the 
long-run. The income stream may be partially tax effective and the portfolio has a high 
exposure to share and property to provide long-term investment growth. 

High Growth 
/ Aggressive 

(46 to 50) 
 

Up to 100% 
Growth 
Assets 

including 
Alternatives 

A 100% growth based portfolio with minimal exposure to income assets. It has a 
strong emphasis on maximising capital growth over the long term. The portfolio is 
likely to produce minimal tax effective income. Investors should expect high short-
term fluctuations in values and a higher chance of capital loss. However, they are 
prepared to accept this to achieve their long-term investment objective.  

 

Please circle your ideal risk profile.  

Client 1 

Conservative       Moderately 
Conservative 

Balanced  Growth High Growth 

Client 2 

Conservative       Moderately 
Conservative 

Balanced  Growth High Growth 

 
Remember, this questionnaire is only a guide. If you are not comfortable with the recommended profile, (or you and 
or your partner have different profiles) we can start with a lower risk profile and review it over time as you become 
more comfortable with investment markets. BUT please be aware that risk and return are closely related, so by 
choosing a lower risk profile, you are also choosing to reduce your longer term return expectations.  

Risk profile selected: ________________________________________   (please write the chosen risk profile here)  

I / We confirm that the details recorded in this questionnaire are correct and reflect my / our true financial position 
and preferred risk profile.  I / We provide our signature below in acknowledgement for our adviser’s records.  

Name: _________________________________________ Name: ________________________________________ 

Signature: _______________________________________ Signature: _____________________________________ 

Date: ___________________________________________ Date: _________________________________________ 


